YOU ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY FOR ADULTS WITH ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE

FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL
ELLEN (206) 598-6139 or AMY (206) 616-5550

What is Involved?
- Two visits to the UW Medical Center
- Visit 1 includes taking MRI images of your brain, testing your memory and walking
- Visit 2 is one year later and includes testing your memory and walking

You May Participate If You:
- Are age 65-95
- Can walk household distances (using a cane or walker is OK)

You May Not Participate If You:
- Have any metal implants (joint, pacemaker)
- Use a wheelchair at home

We will reimburse your transportation costs (taxi, mileage, ferry, parking).
We will provide lunch and $80 compensation for participation.
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